YOUR SUBSEA
SERVICE PROVIDER

DCN GROUP
The DCN Group is a specialist subsea service provider
delivering innovative engineering and subsea solutions for
offshore oil and gas, renewable energy infrastructure, civil
marine works and the shipping industry.
Services include engineering, air and/or mixed gas, and
saturation diving. Highly specialized and experienced in
hyperbaric welding and habitat operations, DCN also has a
fully operational ROV department offering comprehensive
services from Eyeball to WCROC support worldwide.
DCN operates a fully-equipped Hyperbaric (and complying
saturation set up) Testing Facility in Bergen op Zoom, the
Netherlands. Hyperbaric environments at pressures of up
to 190m can be simulated at the facility, which is one of the
few in the world. Welder coding and procedure qualification
can be undertaken at the centre.

The group consists of 9 companies in 8 countries, and has
a daily deployment of 80-200 personnel working worldwide. Over 60 years of experience in the industry, in-house
engineering, fully owned equipment and certification based
upon the latest IMCA and/or OGP requirements.
As an ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001 and SCC** certi- fied
company and a member of ADC and IMCA, DCN is
deeply committed to achieving the highest possible standards of Quality, Health, and Safety, while striving to keep its
impact on the environment as low as reasonably practical.

DCN SHIPPING
DCN Shipping is part of the DCN Group and is an accredited
and certified Inspection, Repair and Maintenance (I.R.M.)
service provider for vessels, floating (offshore) modules and
offloading facilities worldwide. DCN performs underwater
maintenance, class surveys and/or inspections, (emergency)
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repairs, habitat operations and all for coming construction. In
addition, DCN undertakes propeller polishing and hull cleaning
to environmental standards accepted in European waters
and beyond.
DCN has been accredited for inwater survey on floating
modules and offshore structures (We currently hold Korean
Register, NK Class, Lloyds, Russian Register, Lloyds, ABS,
Bureau Veritas, RINA, Tasneef and DNV_GL)
•
•
•
•

Underwater in Lieu of Dry Docking Surveys (UWILD)
Class surveys, Change of ownership
General Hull condition surveys (including paint and
anode condition) and/or damage assessments
Certified insert (repairs) and habitat/cofferdam
operations

The creation of dry space underwater is one area in which
DCN has specialized and excelled. For ship owners and operators, DCN is able to offer engineered solutions to perform
underwater repairs without the need to dry dock the vessel.
Through the use of habitats or cofferdams, DCN can create
a dry space which allows repairs to be undertaken in the dry
- to much higher quality standards, in compliance with Class
requirements and at greatly increased safety to the personnel.

DCN provides a 24/7 emergency call-out service to ship
owners and operators in European waters, and services
vessels elsewhere on request.
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ENGINEERING
One of DCN’s specialties is that it has the in-house capacity,
expertise, tools and skills to design innovative solutions and
bespoke equipment specifically for a client’s requirements.
No project is impossible!

HULL CLEANING
DCN Shipping operates the THC ECO unit or the usage of
the dedicated equipment and technology for environmental
hull cleaning. This is a modern, technologically advanced
and environmentally friendly hull cleaning system, with
recovery and filter systems built in line with IMO
MERC.207(62). Proven and available track record as from
2009 till present and ongoing.
All equipment is designed, tested and approved in collaboration with the various universities and test centres, as
well major shipping lines and global anti-fouling paint
manufacturers. Use of such technology with proven
environmental standards is a priority to DCN, and in line with
the company’s Environmental Policies.
Certified:

IWS Certified:

The aim is to provide safe, cost effective, innovative and
reliable support to the shipping industry.

OUR OFFIC E S
WORLDWIDE

DCN DIVING NETHERLANDS (HEAD OFFICE)
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DCN DIVING CYPRUS
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DCN DIVING UK LTD
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DCN SHIPPING BVBA
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